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Abstract 
The parallel computers have become Inemtable for the computation mtensive 
applications such as hnear algebra computations, partial dlfferentid equa- 
t~ons, s ~ g n d  and unage processing, computational fluid dynamics, Founer 
transformation , convolution, and matrix operations Such apphcations have 
high volume and iteratlve(or recursive) computation steps which can be easily 
converted to parallel jobs In many cases, algorlthrm for such applications are 
developed to exploit speclfic parallel computer structure hke mesh, t o m  or 
hypercube, and thereby reduce the communication overhead problem Other 
than this reason, mesh based topolo~esi are popular because of thelr reg- 
ulanty, modularity, scalability, ease of construction, fixed node degree and 
other attractwe interconnection properties Of mesh based topolog~es, torus 
has high blsect~on (band)mdth, low average dlstance and diameter, whch 
makes it much more attractive There are many parallel computers based on 
the torus topology, such as Cray T3D and BlueGene/L, which have 65,536 
processing elements 
Fault tolerance m such a huge systern becomes one of the critical as- 
pects of interest, so as to malntain the high availability and rehabdity of the 
system m red time applications When the nodes/Iinks in such a system 
become faulty, there is a need to detect, diagnose and reconfigure the sys- 
tem to a workng state, and to recover from the errors Reconfiguratlon is 
one of the main tasks There are two traditional ways of rcconfiyring the 
system One adds redundant nodes/Iinks, and the other uses the graceful 
degradation technique Redundancy techniques use spare nodes and spare 
I n k s  and llas no performance degradation Whenever some node/link goes 
faulty, the syste~n is reconfigured in such a way that ~t includes all fault-free 
nodes/lmks This technique is inefficient, as many fault-free nodes/lmErs are 
unused most of the tlrne 
In the graceful degladation technique, faulty nodes/links are discarded, 
and the rest of the fault-free subsystem is used, with small performance 
degradat~on The main problem 111 recorlfiguring by the graceful degrada- 
'hlesh based topolog~es are mesh, torus, and hypercube 
!I] metllod 
Tliis thesis also extends the above metllods to determ~ne global prime 
subl~leshes 1r1 tlie presence of faulty llnks We aIso descr~be 1 1 0 ~  the processor 
management can use the information of global pliine submeshes to reduce 
the waltlng tlnle and starvation of o the~ jobs in presence of faulty elements 
in the torus 
The thesls 1s divlded Into 6 chapters In Chapter 1, we discuss the fault 
tolerance aspects In mesh based topologies In Chapter 2, we explain the 
baslc notatloll and concepts used in the thesis In Chapter 3, we examine 
the prevlous works in redundancy and the graceful degradation t&ques 
of reconfiguratlon We also dlscuss the Chen and Hu's work [l] in d e t d  
We show how the Chen and Hu's method can be made fast and efficient m 
Chapter 4 The performance of the proposed approaches is discussed m the 
Chapter 5 The conclusions and the guidelines for the future work are aven 
m Chapter 6 
